A culture of continuous improvment forged
from a tradition of excellence in engineering
Lapeyre Stair was founded in 1981, following the issue of the
patent on the alternating tread stair. Today, as a dedicated stair
manufactuer, Lapeyre Stair provides a complete outsource
solution for stairs. Their in-house engineering department utilizes
proprietary computerized design capabilities and their two,
dedicated stair manufacturing facilities streamline the production
process. The result is precision-built industrial and commercial
access solutions for virtually every industry and application. The
experience and expertise of the stair experts at Lapeyre Stair allows
their customers to focus on higher priority aspects of their projects.

Lapeyre Stair is a division of Laitram, a vibrant, forward-thinking
company with an intense commitment to innovation, integrity,
and continuous improvement. Laitram, founded 1949, is
headquarted in New Orleans, Lousiana, and operates worldwide.
The four divisions of Laitram currently hold 1319 active patents.

Pre-engineered products save time and money

Dedicated resources ensure project success

 Cost-effective customization

 Expert sales team evaulates needs and coordinates the 		
best course towards a solution.

 Easy integration across all products
 Guaranteed lead times
 Modular components for quick on-site assembly
Steel Welded Stairs
Turnkey components with valueengineered standard product line.
Code-compliant options for both
commercial and industrial use.
Steel Bolted Stairs
Pre-engineered stairs that can be
quoted in minutes over the phone.
Ship flat and are easily assembled on
site without welding.
Alternating Tread Stairs
Ideal for applications with space
restraints. More usable tread depth
provides increased safety over steep
stairs and ladders.
Other Products
Integrate platforms, legs, bracing
kits, and safety gates with any stair
combination to create a custom
access solution.

 In-house engineering designs cost-effective system to
best meet your application requirements.
 Knowledgeable customer service manages quoting, lead
times, shipping, and logistics of your order.
Commitment to zero-defect manufacturing
 Two production facilities operating all CNC
equipment to guarantee precision fabrication.
Guarateed fabrication lead times
 Standard two to three week lead times ensure
each order arrives on site, on time, every time.

Lapeyre Stair designed
a complete alternating
tread stair access
system for a steel
stack based on the
customer’s sketch.

Preferred supplier agreement
Customers with ongoing needs are eligible to receive the benefits offered by
Lapeyre Stair’s Preferred Supplier Agreement. Advantages of the agreement
include options for expedited quoting, engineering, and fabrication lead
times; value-added design-build services, on-site troubleshooting, and field
measurement assistance; participation in Lapeyre Stair’s discount program;
and an opportunity to influence future product offerings.
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